GENERAL RFQ QUESTIONS
1. Can the County please confirm that you are looking for vendors to deliver the
equipment and also start deployment on December 19, 2019?
We are looking to set up and have a start date to deploy equipment no later than December
19, 2019. Current contract ends December 18, 2019.
1. Is there any existing data the County would like to have migrated into the DEMS
system?
a) IF yes, how much data would you like the vendor to migrate?
We would require all media from our current DEMS to be migrated into the vendor's
system. Currently 350 tb. In addition we require an additional 6 tb to be
migrated from a photoserver storage unit.
b) If this is an additional cost, would you like vendors to include it within their
quote responses now as part of the total cost?
Include any additional cost/s within the quote.
3. Can the County please confirm how many full-access user licenses it needs for the
system? These licenses are typically for anyone that the County would like to have
access to the system, but does not carry a body camera
We would require approximately 150 user licenses for our detectives, Help Desk Tech's,
Forensic's Tech's.

INTERVIEW ROOM SCOPE QUESTIONS
Camera and Room Configurations
1. Would the County like each of the interview rooms to have one or two cameras
installed?
We currently have one camera installed at each of the five (5) interview rooms. We will
continue with one camera per room.
1. Does the County want Covert (hidden) or Overt (dome) style cameras?
a) Of the 5 interview rooms, does the County want all five rooms installed with
the same configuration? For example: Will all five rooms have overt (dome)
cameras or does the County want 2 of the rooms to be overt and 3 of the rooms
to be covert, etc.? We need to know what configuration/allocation of camera
installation you require, as we've come to learn that agencies want different
setups for different interview room scenarios (i.e. witnesses, interrogation,
child advocacy, etc.).
The 5 interview rooms currently have the Overt, dome style cameras. We will
continue with that configuration.
b) If the County desires any covert cameras, what enclosures would you like to
use as covers: Fire Strobe or Motion Sensors? Or if the County would like a
mixture of the two, how many of each? No covert camera required
3. What are the ceiling materials in each room (i.e. drywall, cinder block, sound proof
walls, etc.)?

Each room has drop ceilings with movable access panels.
a) If ceilings are hard, is there access to the ceiling above the room - either
from the hallway or other access panel?
4. What are the wall materials in each room (i.e. drywall, cinder block, sound proof
walls, etc.)?
a) Also, Is there any soundproofing on the walls?
There is sound proofing material on the walls.
5. Does the County require LED light notification of a room in use?
We do not have/ require a LED notification light for the interview rooms.
a) If so, how many of the rooms will need this additional notification?
6. Are all the rooms on the same floor of building?
The interview rooms in each district building are on the same floor
Servers
1. Are the interview rooms all located in the same building?
The interview rooms are spread out through the three district buildings with in Pasco
County.
1. The solution will utilize physical or virtual servers with certain spec requirements, and
the number of servers is dependent on how many total cameras it will host - Would the
County like vendors to supply the physical or virtual servers (i.e. Windows Server 2012
or newer)?
Pasco County would like the vendor to supply the physical or virtual server. The
vendor can build the virtual image and we can place on our server.
a) Or would the County like to provide their own servers?
Pasco County would like the vendor to supply the physical or virtual server.
Cabling / Switching
1. Does the County want vendors to run all the cabling required for the Interview Room
system?
2. Does the County want vendors to supply all the following materials that coincide with
the systems:
a) Wiring for cameras, servers, etc.
b) POE Switch
The vendor will provide the wiring for the operation of the camera. The county
will run the cabling to the switch.

